A '2D + ' mode using two detector angles and wavelength is added to the modes of operation of a six-circle diffractometer, i.e. '4S + 2D' diffractometer [You (1999) . J. Appl. Cryst. 32, 614-623]. In synchrotron sources, the X-ray energy, and hence the wavelength, can be a degree of freedom for angle calculations. For diffractometers with two detector circles, therefore, the variable X-ray energy can be the third degree of freedom, sufficient for accessing reciprocal space without rotating the sample. This mode is useful for limited sample rotations or X-ray beams focused smaller than the diffractometer circle of confusion.
Introduction
In recent years, nanoparticle crystals or nanograins have been widely studied using X-ray beams tightly focused to maximize diffraction intensity, for example, in coherent diffraction imaging Liu et al., 2017; Ulvestad et al., 2017) and Bragg ptychography (Hruszkewycz et al., 2013) . In these cases, the beam sizes are typically close to or less than a micrometre. Rotations of the sample angles to reach a position in reciprocal space may not be able to keep the focused beam on the same nanocrystal or the same spot on an extended sample. This is because no ordinary diffractometer can maintain a circle of confusion as small as the beam size. With the circle of confusion larger than the beam size, even obtaining a reliable orientation matrix of a nanoparticle will be very difficult if not impossible. In this communication, we show that the orientation matrix of a nanoparticle can be obtained without sample rotations. This is accomplished by using two detector degrees of freedom and the energy of the incoming beam as the third degree of freedom. The two detector angles and wavelength ('2D + ') mode is added to our earlier work (You, 1999) and tested.
Reciprocal to detector angles and wavelength
Angle definitions will follow the original article (You, 1999) and thus calculation of the 'angles to (hkl)' is not changed. However, a simpler version of the Ewald sphere and vector definitions that are used here is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, Q is defined by polar coordinates (Q, + , #) along the y (beam) direction. Then,
Using equation (12) of the original article, 
From this equality, we obtain the detector angles, and , and wavelength:
sin ¼ sin 2 sin #;
tan ¼ sin 2 cos #= cos 2; ¼ ð4=QÞ sin :
Inversely, we can obtain the length and polar angles of Q as cos 2 ¼ cos cos ;
Discussion
There are some limitations. To compensate for the focal distance changing with energy, the sample may have to be translated along the beam direction. More significantly, the reciprocal space vectors with 0 cannot be reached in this mode. Even for > 0, the wavelength satisfying equation (3) can become too small as approaches 0. For a large approaching /2, the wavelength can increase and may become too large. These long and short wavelengths can lie out of the energy ranges available in typical monochromators.
In setting an orientation matrix, however, the necessary two Bragg reflections are readily found within the limits imposed by the energy range. Once the orientation matrix is set, the sample can be reoriented to the most desirable orientation using the existing modes of operation and translated to the focal point.
Area detector
Since the sample angles cannot be scanned in search of Bragg peaks, the use of a large-area detector is useful and important as in Laue diffraction. The area detectors can be located almost anywhere, the location being defined by the two detector angles. Thus, Q is defined by the pixel positions and detector angles as 
where (x m , z n ) is the position of the (m, n)th pixel and D is the sample-detector distance. Note that the x direction is vertical in the laboratory frame, and m and n are counted from the main beam position at = = 0. By using equations (1) and (5), we can find and # from
Then, (, #, ) can be used to set the (h, k, l) for the orientation matrix.
Summary
We used two detector angles and the wavelength for the three degrees of freedom required in determining a momentum vector. We focused on angle calculations for determining an orientation matrix for a nanocrystal sample or a nano-region of an extended sample. With a large two-dimensional detector, this can be accomplished by changing the energy at the fixed detector position, much like Laue diffraction. Once the orientation matrix is determined, the other Bragg reflections or Q can be reached by solving the set of simple equations given in equation (3) for an arbitrary set of sample angles using the existing modes. Definitions of angles and Ewald sphere. The sphere centred at the origin has a radius of Q and the circle Ck indicates its intersection with the Ewald sphere. Note that is the angle between the xz plane and Q and the half-sphere < 0 is inaccessible.
